
Sárközy & Co.
is a literary agency that invites you to ex-
plore and be inspired by the incredible 
richness of Hungarian children’s books, 
which is as rich and diverse as Hungarian 
literature itself. You can find in our cata-
logue the best picture and story books, 
novels and well-designed educational 
publications of Hungary. Our mission is to 
bring the best of contemporary Hungarian 
authors and illustrators to the bookshelves 
of the world, may they be living classics 
or aspiring young writers on the brink of 
literary greatness.



2 (A négyszögletű kerek erdő)
Written by Ervin Lázár
Illustrated by László Réber

The Square-Shaped Round-Forest

AGE
6+

The fabulous short stories and novels written by Ervin Lázár revived Hungar-
ian children’s literature of the last decades. The playful titles of his books 
about seven-headed fairies and square-round forests also imply that he 
broadens the world of traditional tales via the surreal and absurd imagina-
tion of children. Nevertheless, he always depicts real-life situations with 
abundant humour and love. His funny-named characters have become 
beloved friends for today’s children. He views the world with tolerance, 
honesty and joyful wisdom. His stories are written in a unique, playful 
language, created by his characteristic humour.

Ervin Lázár (1936-2006) worked as layout editor and freelance writer. 
He writes in a film-like, “imagerial” style, and his texts, comprising succinct 
dialogues which evoke ballads, almost invite adaptations for the radio, the-
atre and cinema or TV. Being one of the most acclaimed Hungarian writ-
ers, he is the recipient of many awards, including the IBBY Best Book 
of the Year award three times (1989, 1990, 1993). 

The mystical and symbolic world of Ervin Lázár resembles  
the enchanted Galleons Lap of Milne’s tale-novel.

Tale-novel
172 pages  
122x205 mm, hardcover 
Last edition: Osiris Publishing, 2005

3

AGES
3-7

Tolerance Series

English samples and detailed synopsises are available
VOLUMES: The White Tiger (1971), The seven-headed fairy (1973), Sad 
Buddha (1973), Berzsian an Dideki (1979), The Adventures of Bertie Bean 
(1989), The Elf Factory (1993), Star-grance (1996), King Sneeze (1998), 
My seven Lovers (1994)

Stories about acceptance, being different,  
and the circle of life.

LENKA (Lenka)
Written and illustrated by 

 Katalin Szegedi
Published 2010

24 pages 
170×200 mm, sewn hardcover 

Published from 2009 on 
Csimota Publishing

Lenka, the chubby little girl keeps drawing pictures all day long on her own. 
One day, she takes off in search of some friends, but she doesn’t fare too 
well... Lenka’s story is about friendship and acceptance.

Rights sold in Poland (Namas), France (Océan Édition Ti 
Lecteurs), Sveden (Felis Förlag) • English sample and de-
tailed synopsis available

VOLUMES: The Color of Man (by Gyula Böszörményi and Írisz Agócs, 
Rights sold in Poland (Namas), France (Océan Édition Ti 
Lecteurs), The White Princess and the Golden Dragon (by Petrs Finy and 
Mari Takács, Rights sold in Poland (Namas), Hálás virág (by Sa-
rolta Sulyovszky, Morandini Luca, Rights sold in Poland (Namas), 
Italy (Editrice Leonardo), The Ugly Prince and the beautiful Princess.



4 (Sárkány a lépcsőházban)
Written by Lídia Nádori 
Illustrated by Fruzsina Kun

Dragon In The House

AGE
4+

Dragon in the house is a series of seven tales with the subtitle „John-
ny’s tales”. Johnny is an average kindergarten boy from downtown Buda-
pest, and these tales tell the more or less important everyday events of his 
life (divorce, grandma’s death, fears of darkness). The stories are told as 
genre pictures that collect the events of a year, between Johnny’s fourth 
and fifth birthdays. 

“I have never read so beautiful children’s stories on reality.” 
Petra Finy, well known Hungarian poet and writer

80 pages 
250 mm x 240  mm, hard cover 
Published 2008 
Naphegy Publishing
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AGES
6-10

Lollop And Marvel Series 

These humorous childrens’ novels of two crazy  
horses are simply impossible to put down.

(Csoda és Kósza, 3 books)
Written by Zoltán Czigány

Illustrated by András B. Baranyai

 

104 pages 
170x220 mm, hardcover 

Published 2007–2011 
Pagony Publishing

Lídia Nádori (1971) Graduated from the University of Pécs, faculty of 
Hungarian Language and Literature, she works as literary translator. She 
lives in Budapest with her husband and two sons.

Fruzsina Kun (1976) took her school leaving exams in The Course 
of Ceramics of the Secondary School of Arts in Pécs. Later she gradu-
ated in Graphic Arts at the Hungarian University of Fine Arts in 2001.  
http://www.fruzsi.hu

Lollop is a truly wise horse while Marvel might not be so smart, but he is 
capable of getting them into just as much trouble throughout their fantastic 
adventures in a small city, the Traffic Museum and on Planet Mars.

IBBY Children’s Book of the Year Award in 2007 • IBBY 
Honour List in 2010 • English sample and detailed synopsis 
available

Zoltán Czigány (1965-2011) was a writer, film director, and editor. His 
dry sense of humor is revealed in his series on a couple of horses, Lollop 
and Marvel (Csoda és Kósza).

András Baranyai B. (1974) is an illustrator, winner of the IBBY Award 
for illustration in 2007. http://www.andrasbaranyai.com

English sample and detailed synopsis available



6 Designer picture books 
Written by various 
Illustrated by various

Design Series Of Classic Stories

AGE
3+

All 15 of the books relate well-known stories using only pictures without 
words. The goal of the publication is to introduce children at their earliest 
age to various visual approaches. The images recall the most important 
elements of the stories, thus allowing the storyteller to adjust the story ac-
cording to the interests and age group of the listeners. This allows the 
stories, which survived via word-of-mouth for centuries, to return to their 
original oral roots.

15 × 24 pages 
120×120 mm,  sewn hardcover 
Published from 2006 on, Csimota

7

Little Red Riding Hood
(Piroska és a Farkas)

Illustrated by Mari Takács • Tibor Kárpáti • Bori Rutkai
 Andrea Balogh • András Baranyai

Published in 2006

The Three Little Pigs
(A három kismalac)

Illustrated by Mari Takács • Tibor Kárpáti 
Kata Pap • Dóra Nagy • Diana Nagy

Published in 2007

Snow White And The Seven Dwarfs
(Hófehérke és a hét törpe)

Illustrated by Borbála Árvai • Tibor Kárpáti • 
Gabriella Makhult • Kata Pap • Juianna Kasza

Published in 2009



8 (Jogod van)
Educational publication
Written by Borbála Pőcz, Dóra Csányi 
Illustrated by Tibor Kárpáti

You Have The Right

AGE
8+

This book is a child-friendly version of the Convention on the Rights of 
Persons with Disabilities,  the first human-rights convention of the 21st cen-
tury, protecting the rights of over 650 million disabled people worldwide. 
The convention was signed and adopted on 13 December, 2006 at the 
United Nation’s Headquarters in New York. The goal of the book is to 
present this complicated legal text to children in a simple, comprehensible, 
and playful form.

A child-friendly version of the Convention  
on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.

76 pages 
210x210 mm, sewn softcover 
Published 2008  
Csimota Publishing
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AGES
5-14

Treasure And Sara

Partly story and partly informative manual, its dual  
purpose is what makes this book very special. 

(Sári és Nemszemétke)
Written by Péter Mandl 

Illustrated by Zita Kismarty-Lechner
40 pages (story)  

+20 pages (workbook) 
220x220 mm, recycled paper 

sewn hardcover 
Published in 2011 

Cerkabella Publishing

The book deals with waste management, a most peculiar and timely as-
pect of environmental protection. A game of hide-and-seek sets a little girl 
out on an accidental journey which leads to the discovery of a trash island 
floating in the middle of the ocean. Sara makes many friends on the island 
and learns that there is more to trash than meets the eye; everything and 
indeed everyone can be useful. 

Grand prize in the Golden Wild Pear Competition (a bien-
nial competition hosted by the Association of Hungarian 
Children’s Book Publishers) in 2011 • English sample and 
detailed synopsis available

Rights sold to France (Callicéphale Éditions) and Poland 
(Namas) and Portugal (Instituto Nacional para a Reabili-
tacao) • English sample and detailed synopsis available 
Animated featurette in 3 languages

Tibor Kárpáti (1978) is a young graphic artist who is taciturn, gets 
straight to the point, and has a good sense of humour. The New Yorker 
regularly publishes his works.

Péter Mandl (1976) earned his PhD in Medical Sciences in 2007. His 
work has been published in contemporary literary journals and he has 
collaborated with other artists in several public art installations. Treasure & 
Sara is his first children’s book. 

Zita Kismarty-Lechner (1980) graduated in 2004 at the Hungarian 
University of Arts and Design, where she majored in visual communication. 
Since graduation she has been working as an independent designer of 
domestic items from communal waste within the framework of the project 
“Recycle me”. 

Full illustrated story book  
with workbook



(Nagyon zöld könyv) 
Educational publication 
Written and illustrated by:
Csilla Gévai
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AGES
8-14

Ecological footprint, overpopulation and climate change – Very Green 
Book makes these problems reachable and understandable for children 
too. “This really is a suppletary book, which teaches about the interactions 
going on Earth, the mechanism of our Planet and tells everything in such a 
way that it makes ecology a personal issue for kids.” (Judit Berg, famous 
hungarian childrens’ book author) 

This book should be on every shelf, at home and also  
at school, or even better if it is in the children’s hand.

80 pages  
235x265 mm, hardcover 
Published in 2011 
Pagony Publishing

AGES
6-12

Rumini Series

“There is lots of excitement, adventure, suspense  
and secrets in this gripping and hilarious book.”

(5 books - Youth novels)
Written by Judit Berg

Illustrated by Anna Kálmán

200–350 pages 
140x210 mm, hardcover 
Published from 2006 on 

Pagony Publishing

Rumini is an eventful, humorous and masterfully written, captivating series of 
picaresque novels. Rumini is a daring street-boy who desires to become a 
hero. He becomes a cabin-boy (or rather cabin-mouse) on Wind Queen, 
the fastest sailboat of Mouseland. The actions are determined by the at-
tributes of the characters: their friendships, duty, bravery, fear, lust for power 
and hunger for gold. 
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Csilla Gévai (1974) is a teacher and illustrator. Until now, the author was 
mainly known for her illustrating activity, but Csilla Gévai is also a cultural 
anthropologist, an educator and a writer blessed with an exceptional sen-
sitivity and sense of humor. 

English sample and 
detailed synopsis 
available

The Very Green Book

Judit Berg (1974) is the author of over a dozen storybooks. She wrote 
books with a few sentences for the youngest of children and eventful ad-
venture tales with a host of characters and threads for school-aged chil-
dren. She’s a real favourite with children of all ages.

75.000 copies sold of the series • English sample and de-
tailed synopsis available • IBBY Book of the Year Award 
in 2006

VOLUMES: Rumini (Rumini), Rumini in the Lands of Frost (Rumini Zúzmarag-
yarmaton), Rumini and the Four Rods (Rumini és a négy jogar), The Dairy 
of Tall-Collared Fred (Galléros Fecó naplója), Rumini on Persimmon Shore 
(Rumini Datolyaparton)



(A sötétben látó tündér)
Written by László Bagossy
Illustrated by Mari Takács

The Fairy Who Could  
ŰSee In The Dark

AGES
6-10

László Bagossy’s magical story (which was originally written as a stage-
play), constructed from the elements of Hungarian folk tales yet still reflect-
ing on today’s world, is one of the finest examples of children’s literature 
from the recent years – and it was simply too good to be confined to the 
stage and had to be made into a book.

This is a real storybook with wonderful drawings  
and truly fascinating language. 

64 pages  
215x275 mm, hardcover 
Published in 2009 
Pagony Publishing
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László Bagossy (1967) works as freelance director from 1995 in Buda-
pest, Szeged, Pécs, Kecskemét, Szolnok, Nyíregyháza, Eger, Tatabánya, 
Wien and Stuttgart. The Fairy Who could See in the Dark is his first book.

Mari Takács (1971) worked as an art director for 10 years. Mari is 
member of several art unions and societies. One of her biggest works, 
Fresh Ink! was awarded the Most Beautiful Hungarian Book Award in 
2005, she won the Hungarian IBBY Children’s Book of the Year’ Award 
in 2007 and again the Most Beautiful Hungarian Book Award in 2008.

IBBY Book of The Year Award in 2009 • English sample 
and detailed synopsis available

AGE
6+

Dani And The Great Family Forest

It is real mixture of dream and reality. 

(Dani a nagy családerdőben) 
Youth novel

Written by Tibor Zalán
Illustrated by Ágnes Keszég

160 pages 
165×220 mm, sewn hardcover 

Published in 2009 
Cerkabella Publishing

The classical elements of fairy-tales serve as a framework for a fresh, mod-
ern text, including three tests and an evil presence, yet the characters still 
speak the language of today’s children. Tibor Zalán knows and loves the 
childlike soul of his readers, treating delicate subjects like a psychologist 
while creating a magical realm, luring us in and teaching, comforting, mak-
ing us laugh and... letting us free.

Tibor Zalán (1954) is a writer, poet 
and university teacher. He got several 
litterary awards, included the Prize of 
Attila József. 
Ágnes Keszég (1983) was born in 
Romania. She graduated at the fash-
ion design department of the University 
of Arts and Design in Cluj-Napoca in 
2008. Until now she published fifteen 
children’s books and a large amount of 
illustrations for international magazines 
(Elle, InStyle etc.) She also interested in 
designing women accessories.
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(A kétbalkezes varázsló)
Written by Pál Békés
Illustrated by Ferenc Sajdik

The Wizard Of Nonesuch Estate

AGES
7-12

„Pongo was the Academy’s most bumbling wizard, so much so, in fact, that 
he was known behind his back as Pongo the Bumbler. He was haunted by 
bad luck.” But after Academy, Pongo has to start his work in the Nonesuch 
Housing Estate, where he gets a friend, a boy in sky-blue pyjamas, and 
they try to figure out together why magic has disappeared from the Hous-
ing. Through their adventures they get to know retired heroes of many tales 
and finally they save Princess Camomile...

52 pages  
169x216 mm, hardcover 
Last edition:  
Móra Publishing, 2009

Pál Békés (1956-2010) interviewer, editor, freelance writer. He took part 
in research at Columbia University in New York on a Fulbright scholarship 
between 1992-1993 and participated in the work of the International 
Writing Programme at the University of Iowa in 1997. His works have been 
translated into German, English, Czech, Polish, Italian and Russian and his 
works for stage have been performed in France, Poland and Russia. He 
won several state awards during his lifetime.

14

Rights sold to Russian (2003, Raduga Editions), Italian 
(2004, Edizione Anfora), Polish (2005, Nasza Księgarnia), 
Russian (2011, Kompass Guide) • Stage adaptation (1984) 
Radio adaptation (1990) • MC (1998) • CD (2001) • Award 
of the Best Children’s Book of the Year 1992 (for the Fear-
ing Beeing) • Award for Lifework in 2010 • English sample 
and synopsis is available

AGE
12+

9... 8... 7....

Story about a Hungarian Grufty girl, Lilith,  
who became a demon hunter.

First book of a Gothic Youth  
novel-series (of 3 books) 

Written by Gyula Böszörményi

308 pages 
143x211 mm, sewn hardcover 

Published in 2007 
Könyvmolyképző Publishing

Budapest in the year 2007 is a frantically developing and often hectic, 
European city with an ever-swelling population each member of which is 
possessed by his or her specific demon or for that matter demons. If we 
take a close look at today’s teenagers, we are forced to admit: they can 
already clearly see the monsters that live both with us and within us. The 
chapters are counted backwards, starting from 9 and finishing with 0. Just 
to make the situation a tiny bit more complicated, the books have two 
Chapter 0s or, in other words, they has two possible endings...

Gyula Böszörményi (1964) was only two 
when has been confined to a wheelchair because 
of a disease. His parents’ divorce left him at the 
mercy of the Hungarian health service and, after 
living in a number of institutions, he was eventually 
placed in an “old people’s home” when he was 
just twenty years old. He won the IBBY Award in 
2003 (for Dreamcatchers books), the Ocarina 
Award (voted for by young readers) in the catego-
ry of Book of the Year. For his literature work he got 
the József Attila Award in 2007.

15

The funiest novel about reality and magic,  
in a typical Central-European Housing.



(Kövér Lajos színre lép) 
Youth novel 
Written by János Lackfi
Illustrated by Jaqueline Molnár
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AGE
8+

This is the story of Fat Louis, who lives in Fat Louis Street, covering almost the 
whole street. His friend is Leslie Slims, who wants to be a weight-lifter by lifting 
Louis up in the air. Thus the friends find themselves in the middle of a weigh-
lifting championship, surrounded by a bunch of weight-lifters, chipped stone-
masons, giant colorful socks, a mechanic covered in oil and a white horse...

János Lackfi is one of the most successful  
and popular writers in Hungary. 

88 pages  
190×255 mm, hardcover 
14 colored and countless  
black and white illustrations 
Published 2007 
General Press

János Lackfi (1971) is a writer, poet, trans-
lator, editor and university. He contemplates 
the world out of the kids’ point of view, his de-
scriptions are witty, his language is colourful. 
He has published so far 7 children’s books 
and 5 books for adults.

IBBY Children’s Book of the Year Award in 2008 • English 
and german sample and detailed synopsis available

Fat Louise Is In Town

Jaqueline Molnár (1973) graduated 
from the University of Arts and Design  in 
1998. Since 2004 she makes illustrations 
for children books. She has won the Beau-
tiful Book Award in 2010, Hungarian Toy 
Competition, special prize in 2006, Grant 
for Young Artists, KRTU, in 2003, Barcelona. 

AGE
5+

Samupants

Samupants is an outstanding book of the  
newest hungarian children’s literature.

(Samunadrág) 
Children’s poems

Written by Endre Kukorelly
Illustrated by Béla Tettamanti

56 pages 
Hardcover 

Published in 2005 
Kalligram Publishing

The new volume of Endre Kukorelly bears a likeness to the very popular 
Swedish children’s poems. Of course the poems reflect the poet’s own ap-
proach connecting solemnity, charm and impertinence of the six and three 
quarter years old kids with his own playfulness and humour. 
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Endre Kukorelly (1951) is one of the most acclaimed poets and prose 
writers in contemporary Hungarian literature. He has also been active for 
close to 30 years in the literary community. He has won countless awards 
for his works, which have been translated into several languages. He has 
taught creative writing at several different colleges and universities. Samu-
pants is his first book for children.



(Állatságok)
Children’s poems
Written by Krisztina Tóth 
Illustrated by András B. Baranyai

Animalities

AGE
6+

Pangolin, pitbull, agouti, blast... Who knows these animals? Krisztina Tóth’s 
poems for children are written with frisky mind and lots of humour not only 
for kids but also for adults fond of ingenuos and inventive language.

Witty and unique poems about  
strange animals – not only for kids! 

36 pages 
Sewn softcover 
Published in 2007 
Magvető Publishing 
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Krisztina Tóth (1967) is among the most critically acclaimed poets and 
writers of contemporary Hungarian literature. After her initial success in 
poetry, she debuted with the short story collection Barcode in 2006 which 
has been translated into seven languages. She lives in Budapest where, 
apart from writing and translating (from French), she designs stained-glass 
windows.
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AGE
8+

Wanderers

A very exciting time traveling story  
from the future to the past.

(Kalandorok) 
Adventure story

Written by Péter Gombos

152 pages 
140x200 mm, hardcover 

Published in 2011 
Pont Publishing

How can Robinson Crusoe, Doctor Doolittle and Jules Verne meet each 
other? In 2238 in a library sentenced to demolition, a strange machine 
is found by a group of boys. Partly by chance they begin to travel in time. 
Presenting the anatomy of dictatorship, the story develops in the future, and 
at the same time in the 17th century London of Defoe, in the 19th century 
Paris of Verne, in the 19th century United States, and finally in the time of 
Jesus’s miracles. Taking the advices of the wanderers may not be sufficient 
to reach a more livable future or even to stay alive…

Péter Gombos (1973) got his PhD at the Graduate School for Litera-
ture of the University of Pécs. His dissertation was about the utopies and 
distopies of Hungarian children’s literature. Since his degrees he teaches 
children’s literature. He translated with his wife Hungarian children’s verses 
into the language of Hungarian gypsies. He has three daughters.



Fully illustrated story book 
Written by Ildikó Boldizsár 
Illustrated by Katalin Szegedi
36 pages 
320x220 mm, hardcover 
Published in 2009 - Naphegy 

AGE
3+

A Princess is Born is a beautiful picture book for little girls, who – by the 
overall concept joining up the lithely poetic, short texts – all think of them-
selves as secret princesses. According to the fable-like frame to support this 
notion, the birth of a girl is always assisted by celestial princesses watch-
ing from above and blessing the baby. And the tales for boys are mostly 
tales of reaching spiritual completeness through learning and adventure. 
A Prince is Born is a mythic tale of origin and an adventure story about 
a common human past long forgotten but surviving in the depths of our 
memories.

The nicest present when a new child is born.

20 21A Princess Is Born  
/ A Prince Is Born

Fully illustrated story book 
Written by Ildikó Boldizsár 
Illustrated by Katalin Szegedi
36 pages 
320x220 mm, hardcover 
Published in 2011 - Naphegy 

Ildikó Boldizsár (1963) She has been active as a researcher of fai-
rytales since 1987. Beside her theoretical works and own fairy tales, she 
edited seventeen volumes of tales, and wrote three readers for children. 
She has perfected a healing therapy based on the reading of tales in 
1996 that has been in use in a number of hospitals in Hungary. Presently 
she leads the world’s first Fairytale Therapy Center located north of Lake 
Balaton. 

Katalin Szegedi (1963) graduated from the Department of Applied 
Graphics and Book Design at Moholy Nagy University of Art and Design 
in 1989. She had my masters degree in 1991 and started illustrating books 
after graduation.

10.000 copies sold of A Princess is born • Rotary Literature 
Award – 3rd Prize (2009) • Fitz Award – Prize from the 
Hungarian Librarians Association and the Ministry of Na-
tional Resources (2010) • Pro Typographia Award (2010) 
White Ravens Listing (2010) • English version and detailed 
snopsis is available

AGE
3+



(A csodálatos szemüveg) 
Fully illustrated storybook 
Written by Petra Finy
Illustrated by László Herbszt

22

AGE
5+

The protagonist is a little boy called Aron Smith Little, who receives his glasses 
at the age of five. Petra Finy’s tale offers children some everyday wisdom about 
the objects of our surroundings meaning nothing in themselves, but gaining their 
meaning by our perception. László Herbszt gives a new dimension to the words 
with his illustrations rich in staggering ideas and graphical puns.

This is an unconventional picture book  
of the Hungarian capital, Budapest.

58 pages  
165x240 mm, hardcover 
Published in 2011 
Naphegy Publishing

Professional Award of Hungarian Graphic Design 2011 
English version and detailed synopsis is available

The Magic Glasses

Petra Finy (1978) is a writer and poet. A versatile and fruitful author suc-
cessful in many genres of children’s literature – from Swedish style children’s 
poems to fantasy novels. 

László Herbszt (1971) got his degree in University of Applied Arts, Buda-
pest, in 2000. He works as graphic designer.

AGE
7+

Sweeping, tricky and innovative prose style resembles  
that of Ervin Lázár, one of the most renowned  

children’s book writers of Hungary.

(Trapp – Talált Állatok Osztálya) 
Youth novel

Written by Ildikó Módra 
Illustrated by Edit Szalma

88 pages 
265x215 mm, hardcover 

Published in 2010  
Naphegy Publishing

Trot is the story of a circus horse that – after the breaking up of his mé-
nage at Piccolo Circus World Famous! – ends up on a Farm for Lost and 
Found Animals. Sir Trot, the friendly horse, quickly makes friends with his lost 
and found fellows – farm animals who have nothing to do but talk about 
their lives day after day. Their witty and funny conversations introduce the 
reader into the life-stories of the farm dwellers.

Ildikó Módra (1968) gained a degree as a teacher-general educa-
tion in Budapest, in 1991. After four years of working as a teacher, now 
she is as editor. She published a number os short stories before her first 
storybook (Trott).

Edit Szalma (1964) is one of the finest members of the younger genera-
tion of Hungarian children’s books illustrators. Her works are full of humour, 
life and colours. Her lively, funnily paunchy figures are full-blooded repre-
sentatives of an upside-down world.

23Trot - Lost & Found Animals



(Kerekítő Part 1&2)
Illustrated by  
Krisztina Kállai Nagy

AGES
0-3

It is a collection of rhymes to tell and 
to impersonate. The descriptions help 
the play, and the melodies can be 
listened to on the internet. The nice, 
colourful drawings of Krisztina Kállai 
Nagy are easy to love and under-
stand even for small kids. The reader 
is accompanied by a little elf, the 
finding of whom on the pages is a 
good game in itself.

64 pages 
160x160 mm,  
Sewn hardcover 
Published in 2009 & 2010 
Naphegy Publishing 
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28.000 copies sold (Part 1. and 2.)

Collection of rhymes for playing with kids.

Rhymes For Kids 1-2


